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It is known [l] that if (X, G, p.) is a topological transformation

group such that trx(G) = 0, and if A is a covering space of X, then there

is a unique topological transformation group (X, G, p) which covers

(X, G, p). In [2] the fundamental group a(X, x0, G) of a group of

homeomorphisms G of a topological space X is defined, and it is ob-

served in the proof of Theorem 7 of that paper that a(X, x0, G) acts

in a natural way as a group of homeomorphisms of the universal cov-

ering space X. In this note the relationship between these two results

is investigated, and equations defining fi are found.

The language and notations will be minor modifications of those of

[2], together with standard notations for covering spaces. It will be

assumed throughout that X is path-connected, locally path-con-

nected, and locally simply connected, that G is a locally path-

connected topological group, and that (X, G, p) is a topological trans-

formation group.

First observe that every homeomorphism g of a path-connected

space X induces an automorphism of the group TV of normal sub-

groups of ttx(X, Xo). If k is a path from gx0 to xo, then the map

[/]~*[kp+g/+k] is an automorphism of ttx(X, x0). The image of a

normal subgroup 7r0 is a normal subgroup which is independent of k,

and which will be denoted by g*ir0. It is easily checked that g*: N-^N

is an automorphism.

Definition 1. A normal subgroup 7r0 of irx(X, x0) is said to be in-

variant under G if for every gEG, g*7r0 = 7r0.

Let [/; g]„0 denote the equivalence class of the path / of order g

under the equivalence relation

(/;g)R(S'\g')    iff g = g'    and    [/+/'p]£*ro.

Lemma 1. 1/ iro is invariant under G, then the set 0/ homotopy classes

[/; g]Ta with the rule 0/ composition

L/i; gik * [h; gz]*0 = [/1 + gx/i, gig2]x„

/arms a group Ot0(X, xo, G).

The proof is omitted.

The group a(X, x0, G) defined in [2] corresponds to the case in

which 7T0 is the trivial subgroup of 7n(A, Xo).
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There are two short exact sequences for o-T„(X, x0, G), in which

the maps correspond to those in the exact sequence for <r(A, xQ, G)

described in [2].

i j
0 —> 7Tl(A, X0), ITo —> CTV^A, Xo, G) —► G —> 0,

0 —* tto —> <r(A, Xo, G) —» <rXo(A, Xo, G) —> 0.

A basis of open neighbourhoods is defined for ov0(A, #0. G) as

follows. Given [f; g]T„ and open neighbourhoods Uigx0) in A and

Vie) in G, define JF[f; g]rt to be the set of classes [f+f; g']x„ where

g'g-1G V and/' is a path in Uigx0) from g#o to g'xo- Sets of the form

of W constitute a basis for a topology on aTtiX, x0, G). Observe that

if the isotropy subgroup of G at Xo is trivial, then the map [f; g]To

—»|/]x0 is an injection of <rTo(A, £0, G) into the covering space ATo.

Proposition 1. With the topology just defined, av0(X, x0, G) is a

topological group.

Proof. A proof of the continuity of the product is sketched. The

proof of the continuity of the inverse is similar.

Let elements [/i; gi]*0 and [f2; g2]x0 be given, and let an open

neighbourhood W of their product be given in terms of an open

neighbourhood Uigig2x0) and an open neighbourhood Vie). Then

there exist neighbourhoods UiigtXo), F,-(e) (i=l, 2), such that

(i)   FiXFiCFand  FiCfi-1?*;
(ii) hEVi and x'EU2 imply hgiix0)EUi, hgigi(xo)EU and

hgiix')EU;
(iii) every loop in Ui is nullhomotopic in X;

(iv) every pair of elements in V2gi can be joined by a path in Figi.

Now let gi E Vigi and let // be a path in Ui from g{x0 to g/ ix0)

(i=l, 2). Let qb he a path in Vigi from gi to gi. Define a map <£: 7X7

-►A by 4>(s, t)=(bis)fiit), and set *(s, O)=0„OO, $(*, l)=</>i(s).

Then   // +qb0p   is   nullhomotopic   and   qbo+gif2~gifi+4>i-    Hence

LA+/1' +gi'Ohtf); gi'g2']»„= I/i+g^t+*i+gi7»; «i'&'IxoGlF.
Relative to this topology, the homomorphism

X*: ov0(A, x0, G) —» ov0(A, #1, G)

induced by a path X from x0 to #1 is continuous. Moreover, if (p, \p):

(A, G, ;u)—>(X', G', /*') is a homomorphism of the topologicaljtrans-

formation groups, then the induced homomorphism

O, #)*: o-iX, xo, G) -»<r(A', *„', G')

is continuous.
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If ir1 and ir2 are normal subgroups of 7n(A, x0) which are invariant

under G, and if tt'Ct2, then the map

ft: o-AX, xo, G) X AV -» AV,   j3: ([/; g]*1, [/'],») -»■[/+ jf ],«,

is'well defined.

Proposition 2. W&ft /fte action p. just defined, (X„i, ari(X, x0, G), #)

is a topological trans/or motion group.

Proof. The proof of the continuity of p is similar to the proof of

Proposition 1.

All the natural diagrams commute. In particular, p covers pi, and

the action of pT<s(X, x0, G) on any covering space derives from its

action on XTo.

It is interesting to note that a(XTo, art(X, x0, G)) = a(X, xo, G)

the map [F; [/; g]x0] —>[pF; g] is a homomorphism, and that it is

an isomorphism follows from the application of the 5-lemma to the

sequences

0 —* 7ri(AI0, xo) —* o-(XTo, cr*v(X, Xo, G)) —> aro(X, Xo, G) —> 0,

0 —> to —> ar(X, Xo, G) —> o-TQ(X, Xo, G) —> 0.

In §9 of [2] the concept of a family of preferred paths is defined.

One can confirm that X admits a family of preferred paths at Xo if

and only if the following sequence splits.

* J
0 —> irx(X, Xo) —* a(X, x0, G) —* G —* 0.

In this case, if k: G—>a(X, x0, G) is a splitting homomorphism and

p: a(X, Xo, G)XXI(->I,,, then #(id, k) defines an action of G as a

group of homeomorphisms of XT0. However, since k need not be

continuous, this is no guarantee that there is a topological transforma-

tion group (J?i0, G, px) which covers (X, G, u).

Definition 2. The group a(X, x0, G) will be said to admit a con-

tinuous split extension if there is a continuous homomorphism

k: G—>a(X, xo, G) such that jk = id.

Lemma 2. 1/ a(X, x0, G) admits a continuous split extension then it

is topologically the product 0/ G and the discrete space ttx(X).

Proof. Since X is locally simply connected, the topology for

7Ti(A, Xo) induced by its inclusion in X is discrete. The proof now

follows from a study of the map ([f], g)—*[f+kgp; g].

The group G acts on itself by left translation, and if it is a path-

connected group we can ask whether a(G, e, G) admits a continuous

split extension.
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Proposition 3. The group oiG, e, G) admits a continuous split ex-

tension if and only if 7Ti(G, e) =0.

Proof. The sufficiency of the condition is obvious. Since the

isotropy subgroup of G at e is trivial, oiG, e, G) can be regarded as a

subspace of the universal covering group G. Hence a map k: G

—^oiG, e, G) can be thought of as a covering map of the identity map

of G; whence xi(G) = £*7ri(G, e) =0.

Now we can prove the proposition from which the Lima result will

follow. Define pXa: G—*x, p.Xoig) =uig, x0).

Proposition 4. If o-(X, xo, G) admits a continuous split extension,

and 7r0 is invariant under G, then there exists a topological transforma-

tion group (ATo, G, ,ui) which covers (A, G, p). If pXatiri(G, e)Eiro, then

the covering map pi is unique.

Proof. The existence of the continuous map ui follows from the

discussion above. Its uniqueness follows from standard covering

theorems.

Corollary. If 7Ti(G, e) =0 and iro is invariant under G, then there

exists a unique topological transformation group (Aro, G, ui) which

covers (A, G, u).

Proof. Given g, let lg he a path in G from g to e, and let uXolg = kg.

Then g—>[kgp; g] is a continuous splitting map.

The equation defining ui is

ui-ig, [/]*„) ~* [koP + g/k-

That this map is well defined even if 7To is not invariant under G

follows from an argument similar to that used to prove Theorem 7 of

[2]. It is continuous, the proof being similar to that of Proposition 1.

Thus, subject to the standing conditions on A and G, we have the

following result.

Proposition 5. IfVi(G, e) = 0 and X is any covering space of X, then

there is a unique topological transformation group (A, G, pi) which

covers (A, G, ju), and the action of ui is defined by the equation above.
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